AGENDA

1. Welcome + Housekeeping (5 minutes)
   a. Attendance form
   b. June 2022 Meeting summary

2. HRPT Summer Programming and Construction Report (20 minutes)
   a. Link to HRPT Report*
   b. Google Crosswalk update
      i. Citibike Infill relocation (temporary) to Morton Street

3. Pier 98 Lease Issue (60 minutes)
   a. Jeffrey LeFrancois CB4 meeting summary
   b. Con Ed/DEC summary
   c. Tom Fox 60 Day Notice
   d. HRPT summary
   e. Q&A
   f. Next steps

4. West Street fast moving cycles and eBike delivery lane viability study (10 minutes)

5. Pier 34 and Port Authority - strategy to provide public access (10 minutes)

6. New/old business - committee reports, future projects (5 minutes)

*The standard update report from HRPT will be updated before the meeting.